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Bennett Installed As New VC
Today marks the

installation of the twelfth

Vice-ChanceUor of the

University. Dr. J. Jefferson

Bennett succeeds Dr. Edward

McCrady, who retired last

The formal investiture

comes six months after Dr.

Bennett began his duties as

president of the University.

Dr. Bennett says in his

installation address, "We

The Board of Regents, 25

trustees, 24 bishops,

university or college

presidents and represen-

tatives, and a number of

friends of the University and

of Dr. Bennett are on

Mountain for the installation

ceremony.

A reception honoring the

Vice-Chancellor will follow

the service in Convocation

hall fo tlM

nble toda- I his

chapel not to

individual but

icknowledge our

ns for the office

magnific

rather I

and the institution it serves.

This is not a time for making

a person greater in rank,

power, or honor. It is, rather,

a symbolic ceremony of

sity *iden

public acknowledgement of

the value of higher education

to the society that supports

and in turn is served by that

institution. It is a time for

procession and invited guests.

Dr. Charles Harrison,

representing the faculties of

the University, will speak s

luncheon at Cravens I

following the service. Tom
Burroughs, President of

Order of Gownsmen
represent ing the student

body, will also- speak. An
address will be' given

-

Alhert W Dent, president

emeritus, Dillard Univerc

New Orleans, and past

president and co-founder of

the United Negro College

Fund.

A reception for Dr. and

Mrs. -* Bennett was given last

night, hosted by the Sewanee

Community Council, the

Civic Association, and the

Sewanee Women's Council.

Gift Bequeathed
Seven gifts totalling

$200,119 have been received

by Sewanee from the estate

of the late General L. Kemper
Williams of New Orleans,

according to Dr. J. Jefferson

Bennett, vice-chancellor.

Another $300,000 will come

in when certain obligations in

the will are met, after which

it is possible that the estate

D.A. Posses
The first meeting of this

semester's newly -elected

Delegate Assembly was held

last Thrusday evening. The

body passed a new women's

dress code, new hours for the

library, requested that the

PURPLE print a summary of

the DA minutes, and initiated

a study of student laundy

members to the Student

Activity Fee Committee.

John McAdden (Upper

Gailor) and Julian Bibb (New

College) were chosen to fill

the two vacant seats on the

committee. Tom Phelps asked

whether the Provost had

changed the budget
submitted by the SAFC and

Committee Chairman Chuck

Emerson answered that he

did not know.

Eugene Watson (Jr.)

pointed out that the

compulsory laundry fee has

been done away with for next

year, and so each student will

be responsible for his own
laundry. He moved that the

Student Life Committe'e

study this problem and report

at the next meeting. The

motion passed unanimously.

Chuck Emerson presented

two motions. First, that the
(continued on p.9)

Sewanee more than has yet

been received from a single

foundation whose excess

annual income will be

distributed to the two causes

specified by the donor: the

Episcopal Church and the

University of the South, and

to causes selected by them

within the stipulations of the

will.

The full value of the estate

is not yet known, according

to Dr. Bennett, but it

90,000 acres of land in

Louisiana rich in Umber and

oil and gas deposits. The

University is a preferred

participant in future income

from the properties, Bennett

said. At present the two

largest benefactors in the

University's history have been

Mrs. Alfred I. duPont -

approximately $7,000,000 -

and the Ford Foundation -

approximately $3,000,000.

Williams entered the

University in 1906.

"General Williams was in

many ways an ideal

alumnus," Dr. Bennett said.

"Immediately after leaving

the college he began sending

students, at his own expense,

frequently having as many as

a dozen in the college at one

time. During the depression

of the 1930's, Williams (then

a member of the Board of

Regents) more than once

came into the office of

Vice-Chancellor Benjamin

Finney and asked him how
much the deficit of the year

was. On being told, he would
write a check for the precise

amount - usually between

$20,000 and $40,000.

"General Williams' total

service on the Sewanee board

alone extended over* a half

century. Over the years his

two most absorbing interests

were the University of the

South and the Episcopal

(continued on p.6)
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"law Wilson:*

f:ulbright: Questioning

The Basic Assumption

Lecture Committee
Brings Eiseley

advertisen

short sto i the

N'ati^

The second reason for

reading the article is that the

Chairman is the Democratic
Senator from Arkansas, J.

William Fulbright. A man not
too foolish to recognize his

mistakes nor too proud to

admit them, Fulbright's

article, entitled "In Thrall to

Fear," under a heading of
"Reflections," contains the

insightful, clearheaded
thinking that makes his book,
THE ARROGANCE OF
POWER, so important a

volume.

The Senator asks why and
how the "promise of the
United Nations Charter gave
way so quickly to ideological

warfare between East and
West."

This warfare dates from
March 1947, when Truman
abandoned the tri-power
Yalta pledge to maintain and
strengthen in peace the
"unity of purpose and
action" that was bringing
"ctory in war. and
proclaimed what came to be

Th

issue of THE NEW YORKER
is an important article by the

Chairman of the Foreign

Relations Committee of the

United States Senate.

Why the full-length
statement (it runs some ten,

three columned pages) takes

THE NEW YORKER for its

forum rather than FOREIGN
AFFAIRS or some other

scholarly magazine is unclear.

The article is worth
reading for several reasons.

Anything written by the man
who is, and certainly will for
some time be, the Chairman
of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee is for
good or bad ipso facto

important. The Senate is

charged in the Constitution,

through its authority to ratify

treaties, with the duty to

advise the President on
foreign affairs. Perhaps the
mishandling in foreign affairs

is traceable to the lack of
Executive-Congressional
consultation. The Pentagon
Papers make it clear that
'-)h"5on did not consult

Cap.tol Hill leaders, but
notified them—after the
fact—and then in a manner
designed to obtain the most
public and personal political

effect. In any case the present

power of the Senate is much
less than that group which
torpedoes the League of

the
The

kno
Doc, ,„ilMn ,

explained support for Greece
and Turkey in terms of
opposition to totalitarian

'egiihes imposed by
aggression on free peoples

ireat was thought t

come from a monolith:

Communist drive for worl

domination, led by the Sovi

Union. The "promulgatioi

of the Doctrine was tl

opening blast in what was

a nti -communism, postwar

chapter.

The Senator does not use

the hindsight of information

revealed during the last

twenty-five years to criticize

the Truman Doctrine. What
Fulbright does criticize is that

the Doctrine, which he says

"may have made sense for its

time and place," does NOT

twenty-five years of global

ideological warfare and

upplic

;rsay proceedings" in

iu!ating the policy. Its

ts in formulation were

lately debated;

. to

neve been adequately
questioned—and this despite

the failure of its attempted

application around the world.

Fulbright believes that the

Truman Doctrine places

ideological blinders on our
policy decisions, excluding

possible options, limiting our
view to the narrow road of

We
by

Communist bloc leaders

malevolence despite reason to

suspect sincere attempts at

accomodation. He believes

created distortion in our
perception of Soviet and
insurgent Communist
behavior. This was
compounded by the threat to

American capital imperialism

by the economic growth and
expansion of the Soviet

Union.

As Fulbright puts it: "The
remarkable thing about this

Cold War psychology is the

totally illogical transfer of the
burden of proof from those
who make charges to those

who question them. In this

Communists are guilty until

proven innocent—or simply
by definition." Thus critics of
the Vietnam catastrophy are

required to prove to an
extreme degree that the

anti-colonialist war was not a

part of Soviet Communism's
plan for world conquest,
despite there being little

evidence to support such a
conclusion.

Those in China who
refused to view the situation

through the colored glasses of
ideology and pointed out that

Mao was organized, honest,

and had the support of the

peasants, and Chiang was

none, were criticized and sav

their civil service careers gr

down the drain.

"

We assumed that nr

Communist could be a patrioi

sincerely interested in the

well-being of his people, and
saw Ho and Mao, not as

Nationalists who happened to

be Communists, but as

the

by Ginny Ennett

Managing Editor

Lecturers invited by the

University Lecture Committee
to Sewanee this year have

been James Kilpatrick, Reid

Buckley, and Dr. Loren
Eiseley, according to Dr.

Robert Lancaster, chairman

of the committee. Kilpatrick

and Buckley have addressed

the student body earlier this

year, and Dr. Eiseley will

lecture April 10.

seley, the Benjamin

interesting lecturers cha: „

average fee of $1250 to

$2000. The Lecture
Committee attempts to invite

speakers concerned with the

fields of humanities, natural

sciences, and theology.

Names of those considered as

speakers are submitted by
professional lecture bureaus,

various departments of the

University, and individuals

within the University. Final

selection of speakers is made
by a vote of the Committee.

iternational Communist
onspiracy." This belief

ersisted despite ample

idence to support the belief

a lack of subservience of

nkli Profes

the Sothe Chir

This evidence was ignored

because it ran counter to our

ideological predelictions.

Fulbright denies that the

U.S. could possibly i

Anthropology at tr

University of Pennsylvani

was originally scheduled t

speak in February, but v/.

unable to leave Philadelph

because of

there. A noted lectu

Eiseley is also director of th

University of Pennsylvani

members ar

Provost Willi

This year's

addition

appointed by
m B. Campbell.

members, in

o Chairman

Dr.

olati. "We
the inextricably involved with the the

Kilpatrick,

journalist, co for

, he writes, of those

quasi-imperialism."

But what bugs Fulbright

the most, and any reader of
the Pentagon Papers is likely

to agree, is the lack of

questioning of the basic

Broadcasting

editor of

the NATIONAL REVIEW
and Buckley, a conservative

author and social and cultural

liberal speakers of recent

years, Dr. Lancaster said. He
said both the liberal and
conservative viewpoints
should be expressed through

University Lectures.

The consolidated funds

available from money left to

the University by Mrs. Alfred
DuPont for the DuPont
Lecture Seriesjin memorial to

Michael Harrah Woods, and
by the University Lecture

Series, are pooled and provide

the funds to invite lecturers.

The greatest portion of these

funds comes from money
given to the University by
Mrs. DuPont.

The University pays
lecturers from $500 to

$2000. Dr Lancaster said

. Gerald L.

from the

College; Rev. Stiles B. Lines,

professor at the Theology

School; Mr. Robert P. Moore,

Mrs. Robert A. Degen,

teachers at the Academy; and

Mr. Thomas L. Burroughs,

student at the College.

Dr. Lancaster said

attendance at University

cycles, with attendance better

this year than last. He
attributes lack of
overwhelming attendance to

assumptions on which
American foreign policy is

based. Once laid down,
statements like the Truman
Doctrine become just
that—Doctrine, revered even

when no longer of use.

Fulbright, and all concerned
Americans welcome the

reexamination of the basic

premises underlying
American foreign policy

which has been induced by
the disaster of Vietnam. Such
a basic, from the ground up
reappraisal, beginning with no
assumptions, would be
helpful in all areas of
American policy. Perhaps the

place to start could be the by Tom Phelps
glutton we refer to as the

Department of Defense. For the first time s
The article contains much have been

more than this column actually saw students get
indicates and is well worth heated debate over the iss
reading in its entirety

lemic affairs and

to many operations in the

University happening at the

The School of Theology

has its own funds for lectures

independent of the College.

The Student Forum also

presents speakers.

Three or four speakers will

by
University Lecutre
Committee next year. Dr.

Lancaster said he hopes Dean
Rusk, former Secretary of

State under the Kennedy and
Johnson administrations, and
Robert Ardrey, a noted
anthropologist, will be two of

next year's lecturers.

DA Member Comments
On Assembly Work

Election Results

Results of D.A. elections

still contested at last press

time have produced
representatives from Hoffman
Hall, the School of Theology,
and Day Students. Additional
delegates to this semester's

session are : Hoffman, Jay
Cude, Jim Patching; School
of Theology, Bill Holt, Chris

Mason, Flea Perrin; Day
Students, Bill Tinsley, Bryan
Starr, and Michael Sublett.

of a Delegate Assembly
election. In the past, my
dorm has gone about this

Election in a lackadaisical

manner, which I, as a
candidate, rather enjoyed.
Yet is bothered me also.

But last week's Delegate
Assembly elections, became
heated after Dean Binnicker's

February 22 Convocation
speech on dormitory rules. In
that speech, the Dean not
only challenged the place of
dogs on the mountain, but at

the same instant, the role of
the Delegate Assembly. The

D.A., or more specifically,

the Student Life Committee,
one of the standing
committees of the D.A., had
been working on a number of

proposed pet regulations

(published in the last

PURPLE). The committee's

proposals were passed
unanimously and sent to the

Deans. Dean Binnicker then
proceeded to the podium
with his own proposal

concerning what to do about
the "dog situation"—to send
home all dogs caught in the

dorms. He LATER gave his

reasons for rejecting the D.A.
proposal at the C.A.T.
(Canines Against Tyranny)
meeting of Sunday Feb. 27.

He felt that the proposed
D.A. pet regulations, which

(continued on p.6)
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Burroughs And Roberts

Discuss Student Leadership

CAMPUS COLLOQUY

by Ginny Ennett snd

Philip Lamson

[Editor's Note: The PURPLE

with Order of Gownsmen
President Tom Burroughs and

Delegate Assembly Speaker

leader at Sewanee. The following

interviews.]

Order of Gownsmen
President Tom Burroughs and

Delegate Assembly Speaker

Haynes Roberts say students

amount of power in running

the University, especially in

matter directly affecting

students.

Burroughs said students

should have "absolute power

over matters that concern

themselves." He said he was

especially referring to social

matters such as fraternities.

At Sewanee, Burroughs said

student leaders are

"remarkably powerful" in

determining University policy

in these matters of students'

affairs. He said in a meeting

in which he participated with

other Tennessee college

student leaders and Governor

Winfield Dunn, he found

Sewanee students have more

actual power than students at

other Tennessee colleges.

Burroughs said in areas

of student conduct, students

should have "advisory and

legislative power within the

context of working under the

administration. I would like

to see the students have

delaying veto power in

administrative decisions that

pertain to student conduct.

In all other matters of the

University, students should

have advisory power, because

there are some areas that are

epresentatives on college

boards of trustees.

Both Burroughs and

Roberts responded to

criticism from some segments

of the student body that an

that i

Roberts said students

/ith members of

all Univ sity

Midi!

Curriculum, and Admissions

Committees.

Sewanee is one of the few

colleges in this country to

have student representative

on the Board of Trustees,

Roberts emphasized. He said

Sen. Fred Harris (D-Okla.)

has recently i ntroduced

legislation which encourages

student participation on

governing boards of

institutions of higher

learning. Roberts quoted the

National Student Lobby as

saying students and young

alumni in about 50 private

a nd public colleges have

chy, ludi

themselves, determines how

the University will be run in

matters relating to students.

Bun ughs ailed

oligarchy does not determine

the winners of elections, but

that students themselves

decide who will represent

Roberts said a large

number of student leaders

happen to be friends. But he

said an oligarchy does not

exist because all these student

leaders do not share the same

opinions. He said an oligarchy

does not attempt to

motions passed or defeated

and candidates elected, as

many students think.

Burroughs said student

leaders "play politician too

much. The introduction of

tude

government is a factor

because fraternity power has

died in the last few years."

He said students should vote

for individuals, and should

not base their vote on

fraternity power or political

factions.

Roberts agrees that

student leaders at Sewanee

play politics. But he said in

the D.A. speaker election, he

never attempted to go out

and ' 'get votes" or be

rtly

of the

eded him:

winning

election.

In discussing why he

became a student leader,

Roberts said he felt he, as any

other student leader, had

both noble motives of helping

the University and personal

motives, such as "prestige,

visibility and self-esteem." He

also said as a political science

major, he is particularly

interested in politics.

Burroughs said Wilson

Russell asked him to run for

Secretary of the Order of

Gownsmen two years ago. He

said he "wanted to see what I

could do in solving problems,

introducing new ideas, and

trying to accomplish things.

After initial involvement as

S ec r e tary , it grew from

As Order of Gownsmen
President, Burroughs feels

responsible to the Order. He

said as Student Trustee, "I

consider the interests of the

students as well as the best

interests of the University. In

debate, I voice what I feel is

'body, thbugh it ' is 'often

difficult to judge its' wishes.

But I vote for trie best

'interests of the University 'as

Roberts said the group to

which he feels responsible

depends upon the issue. For

example, he said he voted in

favor of maintaining the dress

code, because he

that the majority of the

student body wanted to drop

it. Roberts, as well as

Burroughs, said students

should have what they want

in regard to pets. Roberts said

he had attempted to

represent the wishes of the

student body in drawing up

the plans for the proposed

Bishop's Common.

IDaniei P. Moynihan is

Professor of Education and Urbtn

Politics, a member of the Faculty

of the John F. Kennedy School of

Gove

oth oughs and

"Women saved Sewanee." He
further commented that

women should be involved in

student government, but not

as tokens. He said, "I am
against any artificiality,

though it would be nice to

have a woman president of

the Order within the next few

Burroughs said he "would
like to think I was an

effective voice within the

student body and was

effective as Trustee and OG
president. I like to think that

the work I did as Secretary in

vari ous organizations was

done well."

Roberts also said he hoped

he had represented the

students well in dealing with

of Politics at Harvard University.

At present, Dr. Moynihan is a

Consultant to the President and a

member of the President's Science

Advisory Committee.}

On the occasion of being

taken, with due Victorian

solemnity, to view Niagra

Falls, Oscar Wilde gazed for a

moment, turned and
remarked that they would
have been more impressive if

they flowed the other way.

One could have the same

view about Campus Colloquy.

Here again is the professor

alk tude

"Colloquy" is from the Latin

(and for that matter, the

French) and denotes above all

else exchange of views. There

is a penumbral association

with the term "colloquial"

with i ts implications of

and infor

the

faculty. He said he had not

had a definite goal as

Delegate Assembly Speaker,

but had worked for things the

DA passed.

Burroughs and Roberts

state the student body has

been worthy of their efforts.

Roberts said otherwise he

would not have run for

office. Burroughs said the

student body is worthy of his

efforts, "but that is because I

have enjoyed what I have

done. As to whether or not I

would do it over again—

I

honestly don't know."

question, and am not trying

to please anybody in asking

it. A major difficulty

university professors have had

in recent years is that of

judging just what is student

opinion and what are its

sources. There are, of course,

many opinions, just as there

are many students. This

reality was rather
overwhelmed in the middle of

the 1960's by the intense

passions of what may have

been a minority of student

bodies, but which was

nonetheless a minority that

carried the majority with it

as, for example, in the spring

of 1970 when we experienced

the first nationwide student

strike over the Cambodian

the "best."

A good deal is known
about this minority. (It does

appear to be that.)

Sociologists such as Seymour
Martin Lipset have studied

them, and they have not

failed to study themselves.

The picture of the "best"

students, from the "best"

famili.

colleges

well established. By why this

elite group should have

turned against so many of the

institutions and values of the

society just when they did is

not nearly so easy a question.

The presumption that this

was a response to war abroad

and injustice at home is a

reasonable one, and most of

us would share these elite

views on these specific

questions. What troubles

social scientists is the fact

that such similar outbursts of

anger and rage occured in

and Japan in almost the same

period. The same groups seem

to have been involved, the

same tactics, much of the

same outcomes, but totally

different issues.

Professor John M. O'Kane

has recently suggested that

what most disturbs the "best

off" young persons in our

universities and colleges is the

realization that try as they

will they are not likely to do

any better than their parents,

indeed they are likely not to

do as well. For them, the

LAST generation reached the

still

the

Happy Hour

EVERY FRIDAY AND EACH TUESDAY

BEFORE A STUDY DAY

STUDENTS: TRY OUR SUNDAY BUFFET'

All You Can Eat for $2.75- Noon 'til 2:30

American

pattern of moving up from

one generation to another,

still satisfied that things will

be better for them than they

have been for their parents,

still pleased at the prospect?

No one seems to know,

and YOU won't say. For

years social scientists have

known about "the circulation

describe the replacement of

enfeebled and disillusioned

ruling classes with new and

more vigorous groups for

whom that position still holds

attraction. Many of us

suspect that is what is going

on today, even if those

involved are only marginally

aware of what is going on. I

walk about the Harvard

Libr; i at night: ; lh-i

, But rfor the eye t

talks in a library, and one is

never sure. When will those

YOUR FAMILY DRYCOpbS

STORE B|;>01(1

a

NATIONAL STORES

COWAN
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Fine Arts Department At Sewanee

Fine Arts a few j i ago

ned be

Two years ago

majors, last year there were

three, and this year there are

twenty. The surprising and

majors is only a small

indication of the vitality of

Fine Arts in Sewanee today.

Two years ago the Art

Department was hidden in

Lower Tuckaway, outside the

mainstream of campus life,

and an art course was taken

as something to fill up one's

schedule and to get a few

This year especially one

can see the impact art has had

all over the campus. THE
MOUNTAIN GOAT, THE
CAP AND GOWN, and THE
PURPLE rely heavily on the

paintings and photographs

from art majors and people

who have taken such art

courses as photography. The
Union, Carnegie and soon the

Outside Inn have works done

by art students here at

Sewanee. The art department

has become an integral part

of campus life.

Fine Arts has had a long

history at Sewanee, but until

recently its existence has

been ignored and its members
have been looked upon as

suspect. Fine Arts was one of

the original schools set up in

Charter before the Civil War.

Sewanee was one of the first

schools in the country to set

up an artist-in-residence, and
probably the first to

artist-in-residence studio

quarters (Morgan's Steep). At
its inception, this idea was
sjovel and unorthodox.
Johannes Oertel was the first

around the turn of the

century. There have been a

number of famous artists at

the University of the South.

Frank Lloyd Wright was an
adjunct teacher and was listed

as faculty.

Especially in post World

War II America, art and

artists became divorced from

political society. Modern art

was looked upon as

something less than
art—something that had a

subversive effect. The
McCarthyites, as the Nazis

before, thought that art,

primarily modern abstract '

influenced and detrimental to

the ideals of a free society.

This view was held not only

by those in a frenzy, but the

general populace had come to

think of art as something
1

' weird" and apart from

having meaning in their lives.

Furthermore, the academic

emphasis had turned from the

humanities to the sciences. In

t he race to space after

Sputnik in 1957,
governmental funds were

directed toward creating

more scientists and
technicians. The Art
Department at Sewanee, like

most art departments over

the country, suffered as a

result of these prevailing

trends.

The myths of the society

at large have undergone a

profound reversal after the

tragedy of Vietnam and the

environmental problems. It

has been understood that

technology is unimportant if

a philosophy and, if you
must, a soul does not direct

it. Unlimited material

progress has been shown to

be a divided good. An
increasing import has been

placed on the inner man, how
he affects himself, rather than

how he can affect his

universe. At Sewanee the

i mplications of this new
philosophy can be seen in its

education. The English

Department, which now has

approximately 160 majors,

(continued on p.5)

CINEMA
THE NAKED NIGHT

(SAWDUST AND TINSEL,
1953)-Set in a circus world,

this early work is considered

by some to be Ingmar
Bergman's greatest film;

unnervingly powerful and
erotic, it is certainly one of
His blackest visions.
Photographed by Sven
Nykvist; with Harriet
Andersson, Ake Groenberg,

A n d ers Ek, and Gunnar
Bjornstrand.

SUMMER OF
'42—Adolescents struggle to

fulfill their newly-discovered

lusts amid director Robert
Mulligan's dreamy nostalgia

and saccharine d

sentimentalism.

MESHES OF THE

»by Herbert Reynolds*!

AFTERNOON (1943),
GEOGRAPHY OF THE
BODY (1943), THE CAGE
(1947)—Three experimental

classics of the second
American avant-garde period,

which followed the Second

World War; directed by Maya
Deren, Wiliard Maas, and
Sidney Peterson, respectively.

LES DAMES DU BOIS DE
BOULOGNE (1945)-Robert
Bresson's second feature film

is abstracted from a story by
Diderot, with dialogue
written by Jean Cocteau. In

the stylized, intentionally

artificial treatment, Maria

Casares gains revenge upon
her sophisticated former lover

by marrying him to a loose
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Fine Arts At Sewanee
Drawing by Valerie Doyle

(continued from p.4)

was the first to feel the

impact of student concern

with the humanities. The Art

Department now is

experiencing the same type of

revolution. The sudden

of the

effo the

professors, Dr. Carlos and Mr.

Wheatley, who have added

the spark necessary for the

study to bloom here.

The acceptance of Fine

Arts as a discipline was

forcibly demonstrated when
one course from either Music,

Drama, and Art became a

requ
Although it is unfortunate

that there are requirements at

all, it is an excellent sign of

people's increasing awareness

of the importance of art in

the education of any man or

The Art Department is

experiencing a renaissance.

When I interviewed Carlos,

Wheatley, and the heads of

art majors, I felt the

tremendous enthusiasm that

exists in that department. Dr.

Carlos emphasized that the

Art Department was

a t tempting to secure its

program as an integral part of

the Sewanee Community and

establishment. He stressed the

need for an emphasis on

including not only art, but all

branches of understanding.

During most of the

interview with Dr. Carlos and

Mr. Wheatley, they explained

how the department is trying

to expand students'
awareness of the creative

process and of twentieth

century trends in art.

After leaving Tuckaway

the Art Department has

expanded to the second and

third floors of Carnegie. A
graphics room, a photography

lab and prep room, and a

ceramics sculpture studio

have been developed. In the

future, the basement of

Convocation Hall has been

designed to be a drawing

room. Courses have been

flexible, including things like

field trips in order to

acquaint the students with

contemporary art and with

sociological -environmental

trends associated with today's

art. In art history courses, art

has been related to the

contemporary ideas as well as

to the environment that has

influenced art.

The Art Gallery, which is

managed by the Art.

Department and which is the

students' most direct contact

with outside works, has more
than doubled its number of

shows. The Gallery is on the

first floor of Guerry, and the

basement room serves as a

museum, as well as upper

Carnegie hallways. Coming up
is a Cuban children's art show
in April, and in Carnegie

Hallway on April 2 there will

be a museum room exhibit of

17th century art which will

include two Rembrandts and

two films, and another

exhibit featuring Fisk Art

Department Society
(Nashville's Gallery). Also, on

May 7, a musicologist-poet

from the University of Illinois

Chi< ulpto

(Piedmont College) and

architect- photographer
(Washington, D.C.) are

coming to lecture. There will

be a reception given by the

art majors which will be open

to all students and which will

feature student folk music.

A student exhibition of art

is being installed on the

second and third floors of

Carnegie similar to the recent

student show in the Gallery

which gave indication of

student talent. Carlos, when

asked of the worth of student

work, said that "the quality

was very good and the

students give more than just a

(continued on p.12)

Williams' Gift
(continued from p.l)

Church. It is astonishing

however that he was also a

o*otot benefactor to literally

dozens of other causes,

principally civic and cultural,

in New Orleans. He was

essentially a shy and modest

man, frequently giving

anonymously, always

avoiding publicity unless it

would help a cause. He lived a

full and busy life, alert to the

end, and died in perfect

health at the age of 84 when

he fell on the steps of the

Episcopal Cathedral after a

Sunday morning service. His

life was a study in fulfillment

and in responsible living,"

Bennett said.

The recent distribution

from the Williams estate

indicates the care with which

he planned his philanthropy.

The seven items included

$500 to a salary supplement

fund, $5,000 toward the cost

of a managemnet survey,

$30,000 toward the student

commons named after his

friend the late Bishop Frank

A. Juhan, and fourinsurance

policies totalling $164,619,

the latter applied on the cost

of Sewanee's newest facility,

the J. Albert Woods science

laboratories.

Woodcut by Jim Kennedy
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S* PhelPs Analy*esD^ I ecology now!
heavily on die concerned about student

committee. Also, a proposal ^W# ^ W W W
:*., r- :i : ,-. a m . _. n..-. to leWthon the "drop date" .

(continued from p.2)
depended heavily

Sewanee Community Cou:

producing a dog pound, were

"unfeasible" because he had

no confidence in the Sewanee
Community Council.

However, at the time of

the Convocation speech,

there was considerable strong

feeling about the now
apparent lack of power of the

Delegate Assembly, and the

af the
Adn
mention the feelings of dog

lovers). Between the Dean's

speech and the election,

Students for a More Effective

Delegate Assembly (SEDA)
was formed. Basically, their

program was to stress the

ed for

Delegate Assembly which

could carry more weight in

the policy-making processes

of the University. They
proposed to gain this power
by unifying the D.A., by
stacking the Delegate
Assembly with certain

endorsements by D.A.
candidates.

Even if all their endorsees

did not get elected, SEDA
served its real purpose. It

aroused concern (and some
downright anger) ; C.A.T. is a

direct result of concerned

students. In effect, C.A.T. is

aforementioned Student Life

Committee's Pet Regulations

and asking the deans to

reconsider their ruling on the

grounds that the Sewanee
Community Council has

already located a suitable dog

pound. HEREIN LIES THE
"POWER" OF THE
DELEGATE ASSEMBLY. As
is true of every representaHve

body such as the D.A. and '

SEDA, the power comes not

'Wo
thanks,

Tdrattier
have

anaople?

rned about student

i.T. has proved th

point. The Delegate Assembly

can only propose and endorse

proposals; the student body

can make the proposals

powerful by letting the deans

know their individual

Also, a proposal

lengthen the "drop date"

for courses is likely to come
from this committee.

The Placement Committee
Adn

Delegate

lings

CancerSociety

The D.A. Pet

becoming a reality because of

non-D.A. concerned students.

The D.A. only provides the

The Delegate Assembly

has not been merely
concerned with animals, but

in the past semester alone has

had success in several other

projects: making the laundry

non-mandatory; procuring for

psychologist; controlling

pollution on the domain;

achieving fire protection in

the dormitories; and working

with the Vice-Chancetlor and

Order of Gownsmen to

revamp Gailor Dining Hall.

Counselling Office to help

incoming students plan their

academic schedule, choose

their major and help them
find jobs or graduate schools

, after graduation. There are

very few resources for these

necessary functions in the

Longer library hours is an

item that has already come
up in the D.A. this semester.

This is one item that indicates

that the D.A. is the

representative body of the

University expressing the

students' wishes.

Since the iaundry fee will

not be mandatory, the D.A. is

presently looking into the

possibility of the school's

This the
purcha

hard and excellent work of

the Student Activity Fee

Committee in allocating

-$90,000 of the students'

money.

FOR THE FUTURE

oined

The

[•his the

investigated, and a resolutio

to alleviate the situation

forthcoming.

likely to come before the

Delegate Assembly will be
numerous and, I hope, more
important than in the past.

Among these are a

forthcoming proposal from

the Academic Affairs

Committee to change the

existing semester system to a

more feasible four-one four

system, which most colleges

comparable to Sewanee
practice. A closer description

of this proposal and exactly

what a four-one-four system

is, will be detailed in a later

issue of the PURPLE by the

The of the
Women's Dress Code has been
brought up and will be
dicussed further in ensuing

meetings.

The Student Handbook
Committee is presently

revising the handbook and
the D.A . will hear its

enda the

futu Any suggestions are

welcomed.

A resolution is to come up
about changing the existing

rules against freshmen having

resolution of that sort was

CraftAnd Visiom

Receives Praise
by Fay Kilgore

CRAFT AND VISION:
THE BEST FICTION FROM
THE SEWANEE REVIEW,
edited by Andrew Lytle, was
recently featured in the Book
Review section of THE NEW
YORK TIMES MAGAZINE.
In the article, Nash K. Burger

commends the Sewanee
Review for attempting to

perpetuate English cultural

traditions and the University

thereby God may be glorified

and the happiness of man
may be advanced." After
briefly canvassing the
material appearing in the

anthology, Burger notes that

the collection reminds him of
the group of essays I'LL
TAKE MY STAND (1930)
which "expressed alarm at

the Yankeefication of the

South and the zeal with

which many Southerners

welcomed this degradation."

Burger enthusiastically

affirms the contemporary

position of agrarianism: the

return to the worth of the

physical earth, religion, and
the family unit. The Southern
tradition attends to a view of
man as a whole through (in

Mr. Lytle's words) "the
perpetual understanding of
the human predicament."

This article is indeed a

tribute to the values and
ideals of the Sewanee Review
and to the University of
which it is an issue.

"Certainly the reader can see

worked out in this collection

of the Sewanee Review
stories basic agrarian themes:

man's need for harmony with
other men in a meaningful,
ordered society, with his

traditions and his natural

environment and with Him
'by whom all things were

by John Weatherly

of

collapsed and sent a 20 foot

wave through Buffalo Creek

Hollow in West Va. This lake

had been created 15 years ago

by a mining company, and

since abandoned. Within the

valley lived close to 5,000

people in 16 mining camps. It

is feared that close to 90
persons may have died;

medicine and food are being

stockpiled to prevent
outbreaks of typhus as well as

to restore what medicine was

lost by the inhabitants. Many
of the miners are suffering

from the Black Lung disease.

Time and time again the

people of Appalachia have

suffered tragedies as the

result of unregulated mining
operations; and time after

time those who should have

been held as lawfully

responsible have only met
reprimands by the courts.

The people of this area live

on top of coal that can be

worth up to $9,000 per acre,

yet the profits go to the

corporations; the people

remain poor. Only the land

remains, and it is becoming
scarred by strip mining. Once
the land becomes dead,

nothing will remain for close

to 6 million Americans living

Strip mining has been
recognized as a method of

removing coal since 1832, but

only within the last 20 years

has an efficient method been
found to get it. With
increased demands for power,
e 1 ectric corporations have

turned to using the low-grade

coal that is extracted from
the seam and developed

"cyclone furnaces" that can

burn this particular coal

under pressure.

In order to obtain the coal

mining, the

covering the

seam must be removed. This
means that all soil, trees and
covering vegetation is blasted

apart, pushed over
the hill

Because of the

"spoil banks.'

of

instability causes avalanches

of material to fall into farms,

roads and streams. With
augurs and power shovels the

coal is lifted into 30-ton
trucks and taken away.

Close to 75,000 acres have
been stripped within the area

recognized with the T.V.A.
administration. 154 million

tons of coal were removed
last year, through surface

operations, T.V.A. obtaining

33 million for its steam
pla.

; why surface mining is

red above deep-pit

comparison

)any only pays

• $2.75 per ton

in deep-pit mines. This means
in Appalachia, where
u n em ployment is already

serious, the 1 a rge coal

companies need only to

employ one-fifth the number
of men for surface mining.

Because of this, individual

profits increase. A University

of West Virgi nia economist

determined that in two
instances, profits for one

company wer 125%, for

another 107%.

Appalachia experiences

heavy rains, meaning that the

bare soil that remains after a

surface mining operation is

quickly and deeply eroded.

This soil erosion picks up
literally hundreds of tons of

silt, quickly filling streams

and bottomlands. Improperly

placed or contoured
overburden increases the load

drastically.

The second, and perhaps

more deadly result of surface

img the cf

acids. " Coal deposits are

accompanied by pyritic

materials, that when exposed

to the air, form sulphuric acid

and iron hydroxide. Both of

these poison the soils and

sreams, killing up to 90% of

all living material—organisms

and plants.

Since the formation of

T.V.A., it has held itself

accountable for improving

the living conditions of the

people and for increasing the

value of the land. Yet,

because T.V.A. must obtain

the cheapest coal possible

(which is extracted through

ng), it hai

become an accomplic yith

Appala

surface

itinuing rape of

hia. In its own
ental Statement on
nining, T.V.A. has

recognized the methodical

destruction of this region

now extending from III. to

Ala. since 1965, has
attempted to show itself

"vitally concerned with

restoring the land," and yet,

it has failed. The cost of pb

butv n $50
and $500, usually

what the land '

before mining operations.

Second, the very nature of

the soil banks and their

acidity makes it impossible

for vegetation to be easily

restored.

Legislation of the strictest

type is needed to curtail the

Thi>;

intervention' of the federal

government; too often even
the courts are pawns of the
large coal companies. More
suits must be filed, as have
been done by numerous
citizens' groups, to bring to

trial those companies who
have failed to protect the
rights of the people. Perhaps
even T.V.A. could find new
contractors who have failed

to f»if>U their Reclamation
ip.9)
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§>twatxt£ purple sports

Delts Are On Top
And ATO's Strong

by Chris Boehm

As previously stated IM

basketball has not only

proven to be exciting but also

for the first time in many
years so one or two teams

have dominated the league.

The result is top quality

basketball with each game a

question mark until the final

buzzer. This week I shall

p r o vide you readers the

places each team presently

occupies, th ir records, who
they beat, who beat them,

futures.

1st PLACE DTD'S: 6-1

record. DEFEATED:
Faculty, SAE's, SN's, ATO's,

PGD's, and IND's. WERE
DEFEATED BY: PDT's.

COMMENT: The DTD's hav?

been playing excellent

basketball but also have been

getting many good breaks.

Although they are extremely

hot now, many feel that they

will peak before the play-offs.

Thus they will not be much
of a threat when the money is

2nd PLACE KA'S: 5-1

record. DEFEATED: SN's,

SAE's, BTP's, LCA's, and

IND's. WERE DEFEATED
BY: PGD's. COMMENT: The
KA's will really have to

bounce back after a jarring

upset by the PGD's. They
have played no team that is in

the top four and play the

DTD's, Faculty, PDT's, and

ATO's in that order. A big

task for a team that is playing

poorly.

3rd PLACE PDT's: 4-2

record. DEFEATED: LCA's,

PGD's, IND's, and DTD's.

WERE DEFEATED BY:
BTP's and Faculty.
COMMENT: Board control is

the PDT's game but it seenu

was the DTD's game in which

Championship capabilities are

present in this team. Look for

them in the play-offs!

4th PLACE ATO'S: 4-2

record. DEFEATED: BTP's,

SAE's, LCA'Sj and IND's.

WERE DEFEATED BY:
Faculty and DTD's.
COMMENT: Like the KA's
md ATO's have yet to defeat

a team in the top five

.

Regardless to this if the

ATO's make the play-offs, I

would advise you to get a seat

early for the championship
finals because that is where
they will be! Although I have

them in fourth place this

week, I still predict them to

win the whole thing, lock,

stock, and barrel!

5th PLACE FACULTY:
4-2 record. DEFEATED:
BTP's, SAE's, PDT's, ATO's.

WERE DEFEATED BY:
DTD's and LCA's.
COMMENT: Although the

Faculty beat both the PDT's

and the ATO's, inconsistency

has caused me to put them in

fifth place. Their success lay

on the shoulders of Ward and

Petty and when these two are

present they seem
unbeatable. Their flaw is that

they are not always present

and this will result in a few

more losses before the season

ends. If all are present, they

will win.

6th PLACE BTP'S: 3-3

record. DEFEATED: PDT's,

LCA's, and IND's. WERE
DEFEATED BY: Faculty,

ATO's and KA's.
COMMENT: The chances

that the BTP's make the

play-offs are next to none but

opponents beware for they

will as soon have beaten you
thethai

Also, one final dreary fact:

the entire BTP team will be

back next year.

7th PLACE SAE'S: 2-4

record. DEFEATED: SN's

and IN D's. WERE
^FIEATED BY- KA's-,

ATO's, DTD's, and BTP's

COMMENT: A disappointing

season for seniors Suttor,

Morse and Snowden. They
put a lot of work in

preparation for this year's

season but an unbalanced

offence and bad breaks would
not let it pay off.

8th PLACE LCA'S: 2-4

record. DEFEATED: Faculty

and SN's. WERE DEFEATED
BY : KA's, PDT's, ATO's,

BTP's. COMMENT; After last

definitely a rebuilding year

for the LCA's," although they

had a good win over the

Faculty.

9th PLACE PGD'S: 1-4

record. DEFEATED: KA's.

WERE DEFEATED BY:

PDT's, SN's, DTD's, and

Faculty. COMMENT: Once
again, the PGD's were a thorn

in the KA's side. A sweet

victory like that compensates

for all their losses.

10th PLACE SN's: 1-5

record. DEFEATED: PGD's.

WERE DEFEATED BY:
KA's, SAE's, LCA's, PDT's,

and IND's. COMMENT: The
SN's are improving with every

game. They just might pull an

upset before the season ends.

11th PLACE IND's: 1-6

record. DEFEATED: SN's.

WERE DEFEATED BY:
KA's, DTD's, PDT's, SAE's,

ATO's and BTP's.
COMMENT: Like the LCA's

the IND's are rebuilding this

seaso n a fter last year's

championship team. Lack of

height is their major problem.

They puzzle me! With such a

short, fast team they should

full court press the whole

Well, there it is! A brief

summary of the teams and

their accomplishments more

than midway through the

season. Much pressure is on

the top five teams in this final

stretch of the season. If they

blow a couple more games,

they may wind up out of the

play-offs and no chance for

the championship. The KA's

B-team lead* the B league!
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PURPLE REFUTES LEGISLATIVE POWER OF D.A.

A motion sponsored by Delegate Assembly Secretary

and Senior at-large representative Jim Savage and passed

by the D.A. at its last meeting '"respectfully requests the

Editor of the Sewanee PURPLE. . .publish the

[Secretary's] summary of the minutes of the Delegate

Assembly in the issue. . .that comes out the following

week. " The Editor respectfully declines this request.

The responsibility of the PURPLE is to report, not to

transcribe material which the DA may give us. The

PURPLE staff will continue to cover all D.A. meetings

without the assistance of self-designated reporters.

Should members of the D.A. be dissatisfied with

PURPLE reports of D.A. meetings, letters of criticism

will be published. Furthermore, it is the responsibility

of the D.A. to distribute its own minutes through its

own means.

HELP THE SEWANEE COMMUNITY

Students who seek an easy way to help the

Community have an opportunity this week. Proctors in

each dormitory will contact students who have not

made a donation or pledge to the Sewanee Student

Fund. We hope that those who have not made a pledge

or donation will take this opportunity to do so.

The Fund especially needs to meet its goal of $1000

because the Community Chest, which funds many of

the same organizations, failed to meet its goal. Some

program, most especially the Sewanee Public Schools

milk distribution and the Youth Center, may have to be

curtailed. The dollar-per-student donation requested

from members of the College will mean the

continuation of these programs and others of an

educational and recreational nature.

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE RADIO STATION

The PURPLE welcomes the opening broadcast of

WUTS - FM, expected this week. We look forward to

enjoying the varied types of music which will be offered

and I the news broadcasts "hot off" the new Associated

Press wire. "The Voice of the University of the South,"

at 88.6 on the FM scale, will fill a needed gap here on

the Mountain. We wish it every success. We pledge our

cobfieration.

L_

THE PURPLE solicits articles, feature stories, ideas,

and letters concerning topics of interest to its readers.

Material may be submitted toSPO 1168, 640, or 246. The
coop'eration of students, faculty, and alumni is

appreciated.

Loiters to tho Editor

Editor:

On the same night last

week both the Dtikfjcte

Assembly and the Discipline

Committee passed contrasting

motions about the Women's

Dress Code, the implications

of which are quite interesting.

First of all, the D.A. passed

the motion to leave the

Women's dress code rule as is

(that is, that skirts and

dresses be worn to Gailor and

classes except in extremely

cold or inclement weather).

The D.C., at the same time,

voted to enforce the Women's

Dress Code rule as stated in

the Student Handbook (that

is, skirts and dresses be worn

to Gailor and classes AT ALL
TIMES).

The obvious fact that the

former rule is rather "vague

and unenforceable" is by now
common knowledge. What is

not vague, however, is the

fact that the rule depends

entirely upon personal taste

and opinion. The D.C. has

passed its motion to enforce

the handbook rule because it

can NOT, legitimately,

enforce a rule whose
enactment depends on
personal opinion. But the

D.C. has missed the whole

point: it is obvious that the

assumption behind the

vagueness of the rule is that

its enforcement is deemed

unnecessary; in other words,

what a girl wears should be

left up to her—to her own
taste, and not to the dictates

of an elite disciplinary group.

Taste in clothing has nothing

to do with discipline in the

way the D.C. so graciously

bestows it. Dictating clothing

rules is somewhat beyond

Discpline Committee
jurisdiction.

To change a rule simply

because one cannot enforce it

seems a rather backward,

illogical step; this is law for

law's sake and seems little

concerned with justice.

Sewanee students are old

enough, and adult enough, to

make their own decisions

about their dress. If a student

dresses badly, whose
misfortune is it but his own?
If a girl wears jean-shorts to

Gailor, you may not like it,

but you cannot seriously say

she is hurting you in any way.
If you let yourself become
outraged, whose problem is it

but YOUR own? Tolerance is

a good thing sometimes.

If the dress code were left

as the Women's Rules

Committee has declared, or

even if it were abolished, I'm

sure there would be those

who dressed much as
everyone does today, and
those who dressed more
radically. Whatever the case,

almost anything would be
better than the petty hostility

which exists now over this

rather incredible issue.

Sally Pruit

appeared in last week's issue

of the PURPLE and which

criticized a letter previously

submitted by Suzie
Mr NanBurroughs

Withheld made the bold

statement that "There are

many things here at Sewanee

which displease me. There are

many things which I would

like to see changed." If Mr.

Name Withheld were so

intent on changing anything,

he would drop his

pseudonym, present his"

proposals for change, and be.

willing to defend them. His-

failure to sign his name tells

us one of two things. Either

Mr. Name Withheld is

Editor:

This letter is addressed to

all of those daring people

who refuse to sign their

names when they offer

comments or criticism. I am
ing the

"individuals" who employ

such pseudonyms as "Name
Withheld," "Anonymous," or

"A Concerned Reader."

effect changes, or he is too

much of a coward to subject

his own proposals to the same

kind of scrutiny and criticism

which he levies at Suzie

Burroughs.

It is very ironic that Mr.

Name Withheld declares that

"ladies and gentlemen do not

need to be told how to

co n d uct themselves; they

know." Need I tell Mr. Name
Withheld that ladies and

gentlemen do not resort to

issuing criticism behind

another person's back?

Mr. Name Withheld so

humorously tells us that

Suzie Burroughs "apparently

wants to be told when,

where, and how to dress."

Well Mr. Name Withheld, at

least Suzie Burroughs doesn't

need to be taught when,

where and how to SIGN HER
NAME which is more than

anyone can say for you.

Chuck Emerson
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(continued from p.l

library remain open until

midnight Mon. through Fri.,

passed. His second, that the

BOOK OF COMMON
PRAYER be used in at least

two 11:15 Sunday services a

month, was tabled.

The most important
business of the night was the

next motion, presented by

Cindy Boatwright (Clev.) and

Susan Jones (Clev.) dealing

with a dress code for women.
The motion, which was

originally suggested by the

Women's Rules Committee,

read, "In keeping with the

Sewanee men's coat and tie

rule, women are expected to

wear skirts and dresses to

classes and Gailor except in

extremely cold or inclement

weather." The motion passed.

Francis Bowers (Soph.)

read two rules out of the

handbook, one forbidding

freshmen to have cars and

another prohibiting noise in

dormitories after 7:30 p.m.

In seperate motions he asked

the D.A. to recommend to

the Dean that he enforce

both rules. Both motions

were tabled.

Jim Savage, Secretary and

Sr. delegate, moved to

recommend that the PURPLE
publish a summary of the

minutes of each D.A.

meeting. The motion passed

narrowly.

Powers asked what
authority the D.A. had and

Speaker Haynes Roberts read

appropriate sections for the

Constitution of the Student

Government. Powers also

wanted to know what one

was to do about violations of

the Sewanee "gentleman's

code." Roberts said he didn't

k now what Powers was

talking about, but that

violations of any rule could

be turned into the Discipline

Committee. The meeting was

then adjourned.

ECOLOGY NOW!
(continued from p.6)

Provisions that are within the

Coal Contracts. When
people's lives are at stake, as

was shown last week in West.

Va., it is time to stop talking

economics and start thinking

about providing a livable

community in which people

may exist. Reclamation must

in fact be made a part of the

mining operation with spoil

banks covered, pits filled in,

toxic wastes covered and

surface waters protected.

Otherwise, we will share in

creating a desert in the midst

of this nation.

AINWOUNCEMENTS

Persons who have been

accepted for graduate school,

please check with the

placement office for a

po ssible Tutor-in-Residence
Fellowship.

Entries for the Nina

Hark ins Award for Writing

must be in by April 1, to the

SEWANEE REVIEW office.

The prizes are as follows: $50
for a story, $25 for an essay,

and $26 for a poem.

campus
calendar

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8-STUDY DAY
10:30 am (All Saints' Chapel) Installation of Vice-Chancellor

Bennett

B:15 pm (Blackman) Cinema Guild: Bergman's NAKED
NIGHT (Sweden)

THURSDAY, MARCH 9

8:00 pm (Blackman) EPF Film: THE SELLING OF TH1
PENTAGON
FRIDAY, MARCH 10

8:15 pm (Guerry) Purple Masque presents HEDDA GABLER
SATURDAY, MARCH 11

8:15 pm (Guerry) Purple Masque presents HEDDA GABLER
SUNDAY, MARCH 12

8:15 pm (Guerry) Purple Masque presents HEDDA GABLER
MONDAY, MARCH 13

4:30 & 7:00 pm (Blackman) Experimental Film Club: US
UNDERGROUND FILMS
TUESDAY, MARCH 14

8:00 pm (Woods Lab 217) Dr. William Schutz: Georgia Tech

Pre-Engineering Program

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 15

8:15 pm (Blackman) Cinema Guild: Bresson's LES DAMES
DU BOIS DE BOULOGNE (France)

THURSDAY, MARCH 16

7:00 pm (Carnegie) Delegate Assembly Meeting

SATURDAY, MARCH 18

Noon: SPRING RECESS BEGINS

Cat Joins
Power Structure
A sophomore pre med

student with a cat for his

running mate polled 65% of

the 4300 votes cast to win
elections as student body
president at the University of

Notre Dame.

The question of whether

president of the student body

was expected to go to the

student life committee, made
up of students, faculty and

administrative officials.

R. Calhoun Kersten of

Fort Dodge, Iowa said he was

running to show up the

"oligarchy" running student

government, which he
claimed was unable to

capture the student
imagination.

Student government
leaders questioned the

credentials of the cat, named
"Uncandidate," as a running

mate. They argued that

candidacy was limited to

students. Kersten had a card

printed with the cat's picture

After receiving his victory

totals Thursday, Kersten

a ppeared in a cardboard

crown and faded red robe.

research into
birth defects
-prevention

CastOn HEDDA GABLER
The following are

comments from the cast of

HEDDA GABLER, a play to

be presented by the Purple

Masque on Friday, Saturday

and Sunday, March 10-12, at

8:15 p.m. in Guerry Hall.

CAROL PONDER says of

her role as HEDDA: "Hedda

has a fear of scandal and a

desire for excitement. She

very much wants the exciting,

tomantic life of Loevborg,

yet she has a deeper need for

the security she has as

Tesman's wife. Hedda is a

dominant person who must

always be in control. She is

bored: she has nothing to do.

She is careful about appearing

socially proper. She fears loss

of control—this is why she

kills herself: Judge Brack at

the end is in a position of

control over Hedda, and she

simply cannot live that way."

JEFF WAYMOUTH says

of his role as GEORGE
TESMAN, Hedda's husband:

"He's fun—he's wrapped up

in his special subject. He isn't

blind, he simply takes things

on face value and there is so

much in that play that cannot

be taken on face value. He
loves Hedda completely."

GARY HARRIS as

JUDGE BRACK has this to

say of his relationship with

HEDDA: "Hedda is just

another toy. I try to seduce

her after I find out that

Hedda really does not love

Tesman." In reference to his

famous last line: "At the end,

Hedda gives up— it is

dumbfounding to me because

she lowers herself in my eyes.

She lets . me down because

what I so admired in her was

her fighting spirit, and at the

end, she gives this up."

"I am in love with Hedda

until the day I die," says

ROBERT KTEFER of his role

as LOEVBORG. "Loevborg is

a rebel from society, the

society of which Hedda is so

conscious, and he returns

after five years,
self-rehabilitated from his

former 'salad days.' He
returns with a book which is

his heart and soul—only to

lose the book while out

partying with Brack and

Tesman. The result is his loss

of all will to live, and with

Hedda's encouragement, he

MTMI CROSBIE, in her

role as MRS. ELVSTED, has

this to say of her relationship

with Loevborg: "He is the

fulfillment of my life—he

needs me. Mrs. Elvsted finds

people who need her." On
Hedda: "Mrs. Elvsted is

frightened of Hedda because

Hedda is so strong and

domineering. Mrs. Elvsted is

kind of a mousy person, the

type that stays in the

background."

BONNIE FOOTE as

AUNT JULIANA TESMAN
has this to say of Hedda:

"Hedda is the other woman
in George's life. As his wife,

she takes him out from under

Aunt Juju's thumb. Aunt

Juju has been running

Tesman's affairs for him

because she knows that he

cannot run them. Yet she is

reluctant to give it all up to

Hedda."
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Fraternity Life At Sewanee
by Kitty Mitchell

Fraternities have long been

a part of life at Sewanee, and

at present, there are eleven

campus. In the past, these

fraternities have played an

integral role in the life of

the Sewanee student, but

recently questions have arisen

with regard to a possible

decrease in interest in the

fraternity system in general,

the importance and survival

of fraternities at Sewanee, the

effect that the decreasing

number of male students will

have on the system, and the

effect that financial problems

will have on the future of

fraternities on the Mountain.

The Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity was founded in

1866, and the Tennessee

Omega Chapter established at

Sewanee in 1877, making it

the oldest fraternity on the

Mountain. The Fraternity

president, John Milward, was

unavailable for comment, but

fraternity member Clendon

Lee said the ATO's are at

present having slight financial

difficulty, though no more

than many of the other

fraternities, as there is still a

$14,000 mortgage on their

$128,000 fraternity house.

There are 33 members in the

fraternity at present, with the

dues for active members
hfi $12.00 per month and

$35 per semester social fees f

Fresiimen are required to pay

a S25.00 pledge fee and a

$65.00 initiation fee.

Dues and fees differ with

fr-' -li'lrs. nnri ™>-yinf
amounts are retained in the

local chapter and sent to the

n a t i o nal organization. At
present, the ATO's are

receiving excellent financial

aid from alumni, who just

recently contributed to a

raffle fund for the fraternity.

The Delta Tau Delta

fraternity is also one of the

oldest fraternities on the

Mountain, founded in 1859,

and established at Sewanee in

1883 with the Beta Theta

Chapter. The Delts had the

largest pledte class of any

other fraternity at Sewanee

this fall, with a significant

increase in membership over

the past few years. The

president, Haynes Roberts,

stated that aside from a few

small back debts with

monthly bills, the fraternity

has no financial problems and

is "probably in better

financial shape than most

of the other fraternities on

the mountain." Roberts does

not anticipate a significant

drop in membership next

year, despite the fraternity

losing several members to

graduation this spring, and

the number of male students

decreasing again next year to

allow places for more female

students.

The Alpha Alpha Chapter

of the Kappa Alpha Order,

founded in 1865 and
established at Sewanee in

1883, is another old
fraternity at Sewanee. The
KA house, which has burned

twice since it was first built,

burned for the third time

early Sunday morning, Feb.

6. The house, valued at

$60,000, was insured for

$53,000, and the contents

were insured for $3500. Bill

McElveen, president of the

fraternity for the first

semester of this year,

anticipates no trouble in

collecting from the insurance

company. Estimates are that

$100,000 will be needed to

rebuild the house, so the

with the difference. Many of

the fraternity's back debts

have been paid since the fire,

and as a result, the KA's are

in fairly good standing

financially.

Despite losing 15 members

to graduation, McElveen does

not feel that there will be any

interest, and that if anything,

the fire has produced even

more determi nation among
the members to keep the

fraternity alive. McElveen

also expressed the hope that

the new house, once built,

will encourage interest and

attract more new members.

The Tennessee Beta
Chapter of the Phi Delta

Theta fraternity, which was

founded in 1848, was

established at Sewanee in

1883. The president, Brant

Whiley, was unavailable lor

member said the fraternity

currently has approximately

36 members, only four of

which will be lost at

graduation this year. The
fraternity has recently been

bequeathed $5000, which

was used to pay off all notes

to the University, thereby

leaving the fraternity in a

solvent financial situation.

The student acting as

spokesman for the Phi's

further stated, "If indeed the

fraternity system is to

succeed anywhere, it will

succeed at Sewanee."

The Chi Psi fraternity,

which was founded in 1841
and established at Sewanee in

1965, is one of the three

newest fraternities on the

Mountain, the other two
being the Iota-Nu Zeta

Chapter of Lambda Chi

Alpha, established in 1963;

and Delta Kappa Epsiton,

established at Sewanee in

1969. The president of the

Chi Psi's, Jimmy Wilson,

stated the fraternity had

recently received a gift of

$50,000 from an undisclosed

donor. Half of this money
was sent to the fraternity's

national organization, and
half was given to the

University. The Chi Psi's paid

the remaining $10,000
mortgage on their house.

The Chi Psi's had the third

largest pledge class of all the

fraternities this fall, with 16
pledges in all, and they now
have 31 active members and
one pledge. They will lose

eight members at graduation,

but the fraternity officers are

juniors and will remain.

The fraternity has a strong

financial base from which to

operate, with each active

member paying dues of

$18.00 per month, pledges

paying dues of $10.00 per

month, and social affiliates

paying dues of $35.00 per

month. In addition, the

fraternity pays $10.00 per
month for convention costs

organization, and by this has

established a national trust

fund of $6000. The fraternity

receives $270 each

organization for scholastic

improvement awards for

members.

Wilson also stated the

fraternity is in the process of

changing from a corporation

to a foundation based on

educational purposes, and can

in this way receive donations

directly instead of through

the University. On the basis

of the fraternity's firm

foundation , Wilson is very

hopeful about the success of

the fraternity next year.

The Alpha Gamma Sigma

Chapter of the Phi Gamma
Delta fraternity, founded in

approximately 40 members,

which is an increase from the

past few years. Randy Miller,

th e fraternity's treasurer,

indicated the fraternity does

have slight financial problems

with a few back debts and a

$16,000 mortgage owed to

the University on the house.

Miller also said that the Fiji's

were having some difficulty

in getting aid from their

national organization, but

stated he did not think this

would have any significant

effect on fraternity interest

or enthusiasm. Miller does

not anticipate a significant

decrease in the number of

continued, page 11
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fraternity will lose only four

graduation.

Officers of the Sigma

Alpha Epsilon, the Sigma Nu,

the Lambda Chi Alpha, and

the Beta Theta Pi fraternities

But s

able

i felt theof these fraterni

situations were similar to

those of other fraternities,

and these members did not

anticipate any significant

financial or membership

difficulties in the near future.

Sigma Nu fraternity had

the second largest pledge class

of all the fraternities on the

Mountain this fall.

The
mixed feelings with regard to

the fraternity system at

Sewanee. Some students feel

interest is declining, though

not to a significant extent, as

a result of a general trend to

get away from the fraternity

system, or as a result of the

admission of fewer male

students. Others feel there

has been a significant

decrease in fraternity interest

and membership.

Some students, on the

other hand, are hopeful for

the future of fraternities at

Sewanee, intimating that

perhaps the increasing

number of female students

and the basic success of some
o f the fraternities might

stimulate interest among male

students in these fraternal

organizations. And still other

students feel that due to

financial problems, some of

the fraternities are in danger

of collapsing in the near

future, and that possibly the

University will clamp down
on fraternities operating with

heavy debts. At present, the

future of the fraternity

system at Sewanee appears to

be indefinite, but perhaps the

results of next year's Rushing

Season will put a new light on

the matter.

Uimi ^oid 'iPaakaqe <3toiz

"WE'VE GOT ALMOST
EVERYTHING YOU
COULD ASK FOR."

* Cowan Road

Winchester

967-0589

Classifieds
Buy and sail bikes, records, cant, cycles, etc. Announce rii

wanted. Term paper typing needed or available. Personal).

iocs wanted or available.

Rates for students, faculty, and local residents: 25c for up
words; 50£ for up to 60 words.

Rates for commercial enterprises: 50* for up to 30 words; $1.00

' ot 60 words.

Send the ad with payment to the SEWANEE PURPLE, SPO, before

Saturday noon.

ISes,there are a lotof
good reasons forwomen

to quit smoking.

ind yours.
) That "Smoke Pretty" ad makes me furious. Whoever made

that up knows where the money is— fewer women than men are

quitting. But they won't get rich over my dead body.

) I want to be a teacher. How can I discourage kids from

loking when I smoke?

) I know my father's been trying to quit. How can he with

me still puffing away?

( ) I want to wake up feeling fresh and clean again. IVe had it

with nicotine hang-over in the mornings.

( ) The thing that appeals to me most is: If you quit for good,

in most cases it can be as if you never smoked.

( ) Somewhere in the back of my head IVe been nursing the

illusion that smoking is really only dangerous for men. IVe just

seen the latest statistics. The death rate for women who smoke

is more than 20% higher than for women who don't.WeVe come a

long way baby, but I'm not going any further.

Now all you need is help and encouragement. Send a postcard

today to: Women and Smoking, Rockville, Md. 20852. And well

send some free booklets to help and encourage you.
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Woodcut by David Vorhees

Fine Arts At Sewanee

but because of

3us expansion in

nd size, these

students they must teach a

semester, they estimated

between 1 00 and 125. In

addition to their courses,

they must also run the Art

Gallery and Museum. Dr.

Carlos and Mr. Wheatley both
think that to be truly an
effective art teacher one must

Thk
probh
Curr

,ely

ltly, there are only I

art teachers—Dr. Carlos
i

Mr. Wheatley. With the r

requirement they each rr

rotate four different cou
very i

difficult and frustrai

All the courses

Department offers ^

and many people

able to take the co

wanted. Not only

department suffering from

too few teachers, but there is

also a technical difficulty.

equipment or space, for

example, in photography, for

more than fifty students.

Mr. Wheatley is leaving

next semester to continue

graduate study at the Rhode
Island School of Design. Dr.

Carlos, when asked about the

possibility of leaving

Sewanee, said that he was still

undecided, but has been

o f fe red a lucrative and

prestigious position as the

chairman of the Arts
Department (theatre and art)

at Fordham University at

Lincoln Center. A new
person, Mr. Tom Frazier,

^FjA^scomimMwhowiinje

able to teach both sculpture

and Art History. It seems

obvious that there is a need

to get a third person. The Art

Department is established; it

is a growing department; if

the University plans to add an

additional teacher to the

school, Fine Arts seems to

deserve their earnest

consideration.

The Art majors have

formed a group and have

democratically elected their

leaders. The avowed purpose

of this group is to assist the

possible such as helping with

the Gallery, etc., but more
importantly to ensure the Art

Department's growth,
strength and continuance,

regardless of changes in

personnel. Since its inception

the committee has attempted

solidarity and participation

the Art Department. It

working closely with

understanding of the others'

wants and needs. The

students are heard and listen.

Workshops outside of the

course schedule are being

created. The students are

attempting to stop vandalism

and are working on
receptions. After talking to

the students and teachers

involved, one can not help

but feel a tremendous

h u i n d

determination for what they

are doing. Especially, the

students are unusual in their

involvement in the major, and

in their dedication to
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